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- Enrollment in up to three 10-week courses or the equivalent. That's 30 sessions of classroom learning this Spring!

- All lunchtime presentations. That's more than 25 distinguished lunch time lectures, and scores of peer led activities including play reading, book club, and outings to the theatre and other great Boston destinations.

- Complimentary Faculty Lecture Courses during the winter and summer. Lecture courses topics have included John and Abigail Adams, Shakespeare and American history.

- Discounts of up to 50% on Faculty Seminars, specifically designed for adult learners like you.

- Weekly invitations to Brandeis programs of interest to seniors. Our e-newsletter (the BULLETIN) of BOLLI and Brandeis events is exclusively available to members.

- Discounts on the arts at Brandeis and Greater Boston area. We recently offered $5 tickets to a summer production of the New Repertory Theater.

- With your Brandeis ID card, you are eligible for the education discount from Apple.

- On-site use of the Brandeis libraries. Become a Study Group Leader and receive remote access to online journal and publications as well!

- We also offer convenient parking close to the program space.